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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this thesis is to give an anlysis to the saddle point
problem. If f is a function from En x Em into E', a point (x, y)
n m
is called a saddle point for f, if for x c En ye Em, the inequality
f(x,y)`= f (x, y)= f (x, y)
holds. The saddle point problem is the determination of a saddle point of a
given function provided that such a point exists. We first give the necessary
and sufficient condition for the problem without constraint and with constraints.
Then we derive a multiplier method for searching saddle points of f with
equality constraints. The investigation is in the spirits of the augmentability
due to Hestnes [6], and the development of the multiplier method is an extension
of the work of D.P. Bertsekas [2]. who considered the minimum case.
Contrary to the study of optimization problem, the study of saddle point
problems have taken up by only relatively few research works, which include
V.F. Demyanov, V.N. Malozemov [3], [4], [5] and A. Auslender [1], who views
the saddle point problem as a special case of a mini-max problem. Numerical
methods for solving the problem are studied by adapting methods employed in
non-linear programming, such as the gradient method, gradient projection method,
penalty method, etc.,[3], [1] [7]. It has been proved that these methods do
converge. However, results on rate of convergence are seldom discussed. This
thesis started from the viewpoint of augmentability and proved that there is
a multiplier method for the saddle point problem. The convergence of the method
is proved and the rate of convergence is given.
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SECTION 2.
If (x-, Y) is a saddle point for f, then, we have
VxE Enf (X, y) f (X, y)
i.e. x minimize f(', y) on En. Similarly,
VyE E'u 0f (X, Y) f (X, Y)
Therefore, y maximize f (x,•) on Em From this point of view,
we see immediately that a saddle point problem can be dealt with by separating
it into a minimizing problem and a maximizing one. The usual method of analysis
of optimization problem can now be applied to our problem.
Proposition 1. Suppose f is C1, i.e. the partial derivatives of f with
respect to the variables x1,..., xn y1,..., ym exist and are continuous.
In order that (x, y be a saddle point of f, it is necessarily that
v of (X,y) = ovf(x,y)=o, (1)
The proof is immediate. Condition (1) is not sufficient, for we see
that the function f (X, y)= x3- y3, (x, y) E2 has the property
OXf (0, 0)= 0, oyf (0, 0)= 0. But (0, 0) is not a saddle point for f
To obtain sufficient conditions, we should go on to the second order terms.
Consider the Taylor's expansion of f (. y):
f(x, y)- f(, y)= V fC, y) (x- x+ 2(x- x)T v2 f(x+ 6 (x- x), (x
x xx
3
where and denote the transpose of x. Since
and
we have
We note that, if the matrix is positive definite, i.e.
for each we have Then by continuity,
for x sufficiently near inequality (2) holds. Consequently,
local minimum of and is positive
definite. Similarly, if and is negative
definite, then y is a local maximum for Thus we have
Proposition 2. Suppose f is If the following conditions hold, then
is a local saddle point for f:
(i)
(iia) is positive definite;
(lib) is negative definite
Remark: Concerning condition (ii), if is positive semi-definite
within some open ball centered at x, then (2) is valid. Similarly,
is negative semidefinite within some open ball
centered at y, y is a local maximum for In other words,
proposition 2 is valid if condition (ii) is replaced by the following
condition (ii) ':
4If there exists a positive number e, such that
(a) is positive semidefinite for all
(b) is negative semi-definite for all
To many problems of interest, the region in which we are asked to find
the saddle point is governed by constraints. Here we are concerned mainly with
equality constraints. More precisely, we want to locate a saddle point of f.
subject to the constraints
(p)
where for all i, j• We see that if
is a saddle point subject to then x is a minimum
point for subject to and is a maximum point for
subject to Conversely, if x is a minimum of
subject to and y is a maximum of subject to
then is a saddle point of f subject to and
According to the following well known
Lemma 1: Suppose and minimizes f subject to
and if is linearly independent, then there
exists multipliers not all zero, s.t.
we have the following proposition:
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Proposition 4. Suppose
are is a saddle point for f subject to constraints
The sets
are linearly independent, then
there exist two sets of multipliers both of them
not all zero, s. t.
If we let
then equalities (3) are equivalent to
Remark: If satisfies and
is an unconstrained saddle point for F, then we
can solve our problem by solving the system of equations:




special case of saddle point problem, a solution to the system (4) may not
be a solution to our constrained problem. From proposition 2 and the remark
following it, in order that (X, y) affords an unconstrained saddle point
for F, we should have that the matrices V2XX F(X,y) be positive
definite and v2yy F (x, y) be negative definite locally in addition to
VF(x,y)= 0. However, the function F so defined may not. have a saddle
point. It is due to the fact that F is not convex-concave enough to have
a saddle point. We can made it so by adding to it a penalty function. By a
ek
C
penalty function, we mean h J. (y)2 ], with c>0. Wegi(X)2 i=1 j=l
now define the new function:
C (gi (x)2- hj (y) 2)gi (x)- uj hj (y)+L(x, y; c)=f(x,y)+
2
The sufficient condition for (x, y) to be a saddle point of L (x, y c) is
vL(i) (x, y; c)= 0 and V T_L (x, y c)= 0,x
The matrix V L (x, y; c) is positive definite, and(ii)
v2yy L(x,y; c) is negative definite.
Note that V L(x, y; c)= v F(x, y)+ c gi(x) vgi. Since
i
gi(x)= 0 for all i, hence VXL(X, y;c)= 0 is equivalent toX
VxF (-x, y)= 0. Similarly, DAL(, y c)= 0 is the same as OVF (x-, y)= 0.
v2
For v2xx L(x,y; c), we have
v2xx L(x,y;c)=v2xx F(x,y)+cKi=1 vgi(X)vgi(x)Txx L(x,y;c) = vxx2 F(xy)+c i=1vgio(x)vg(x)T
7
Since is required to be positive definite, i.e.
for thus we have, in particular,
if or equivalently, then
But, the converse may not hold, i.e. if
for those and
then it may happen that is not positive definite.
Due to the following lemma it will be the case if c is sufficiently
large,
Lemma 5. If C is a convex cone and P (h), Q (h) are two quadratic forms
defined on C with the property that whenever
then there is a constant such that for all
on C.
If we let then
there is a s.t. for all
Similarly, if for we have
for all then there is a
In summary, we have proved the following
-  8 -
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P roposition  6. I f  f ,  g . ,  h . are C , and that they sa t is fy  the follow ing
conditions at (x , y ) , with g. (x) = 0, h (y) = 0, fo r  a l l  i ,  j  :
i  0
( i )  VxF (x , y) = 0 ; VyF(x, y ) = 0 .
( i i )  hT V2 F (x, y)h > 0 fo r  h f  , h /  0 and Vg. ( x ) \  = 0 ,
V  ^ F (x, y )k  < 0 fo r  k f  E™ , k /  0 and Vh.(y)^k = 0 ,
y y  J
where F(x, y) = f ( x ,  y ) + Z k .g . (x) -  Z p .h .(y ) . Then there i s  a constant
1 1  0 J
c > 0 , s . t .  fo r  a l l  c £ c , (x, y) i s  a lo c a l  saddle point o f
L (x, y ; c ) s  f ( x ,  y ) + I  - Z  fj jiu  (y) + |[Z g^Cx) - Z  lu 2 (y)] •
In  p a rticu lar , i f  (x , y) e En x Em s a t is f ie s  the constraints gi (x) = 0 
and h . (y) = 0 , then L (x , y ; c) = f ( x ,  y) , and hence (x, y) affords a 
lo c a l  saddle point f o r  f  subject to  the constraints g. (x) = 0 and h .(y ) = 0  .
X J
Based on th is  p roposition , i f  L (x , y ; c) has a saddle point 
(x (c ) , y (c ) )  fo r  each c > 0 , then an algorithm fo r  searching a constrained 
saddle point o f f  can be derived. Let [c^j be a sequence o f p os itiv e  
numbers with the property that c^ -> oo as k -* oo . I f  fo r  some k ,
(x(c^3 , y ( ck))  s a t is f ie s  the constraints, then i t  is  also a constrained 
saddle point f o r  f  ; i f  i t  is  not the case, we proceed on k + 1 , and 
check whether or not (x (ck+1) ,  y ( ck+1) )  s a t is fie s  the constra ints. I f  the 
sequence o f  saddle points (x (ck) ,  y ( ck))  has a l i mi t  point (x , y ) , then 
(x*, y*) is  the constained saddle point fo r  f  as the follow ing proposition  
shows:
P roposition  7 . I f  (x* , y*) is  a l im it  point o f (xCc^), y ( ck) )  then i t
9is a constrained saddle point for f.
Prof: There is a convergent subsequence of (x (ck), y (ck)) converges to
(x*, y*). For convenience, we suppose (x(ck), y(ck)) converges and show
firstly that (x*, y*) satisfies the constraints gi(x)= 0, 1=i=k,
hj(y)=0, 1=j=e
Since (x(ck), y (ck)) is a saddle point for L (x, y; ck), then
L (x (ck), y ck) =L(x, Y (ck), ck)
In particular, for those x c En, gi(x)= 0,1 =i =k and y c Em,
hj(y)= 0 1= j=e,, we have
ck
f(x,(ck),y)+2-kegi(x(ck))2




=f(x,y(ck))-2-k E j(y(ck))2 hj(y(ck))22
ck
[ E gi (x(ck)) 2+ E h j (Y (ck)) 2] =f (X(ck))- f (X (ck), Y).i.e.
2
Since the right hand side of the above inequality is finite as ck-+00, we
have
gi (x (ck)) +E hj(y (ck))2-+ 0 as k-- 00,
gi (x*)2+ E h j(y*) L= 0i.e.
or equivalently, gi (x*)= 0, 1=i=k hj (y*)= 0, 1=j=e




i. e. (x*, y*) is a constrained saddle point for f.
Remark: As we note that in the previous discussion, the proposition is
valid only if the multipliers is known in advance.
This is somewhat difficult and we will investigate it in the next section.
When inequality constraints are present, we are concerned with saddle
point problems with inequality constraints. By it we mean to find a saddle
point for f subject to We
note that, if we let and define:
If then there is and hence
= 0 for any u with its i-th component equal to Conversely,
if then Hence, if is a saddle point
for f subject to the inequality constraints, then it is also a saddle point
of f subject to the equality constraints and
and vise versa. Hence, we can transform our problem with inequality constraints
into a problem with equality constraints. So, according to the previous result
on saddle point problem with equality constraints, we have
11






Where F (x, u, y, v)= f (x, y) Then there
exists a constant s.t. for is an unconstrained
local saddle point for
Consequently, is a local saddle point for f subject to the constraints
Concerning the multipliers we have the
following:
Corollary 9. If then then
If then 0, if
then
Proof. From condition (ii), we have
12
and
Hence, if then and if
For the first equation in (iii), we let
where
and
We have by (iii)
then hence the vector h =
with with its i-th component, equals
to 1 and zero otherwise, satisfies = 0 for all
Hence Similarly, if = 0 then
13
SECTION 3.
We have mentioned in the previous section that, if to our saddle point
problem, we know in advance the multipliers then
an algorithm for searching the constrained saddle points of f can be derived.
In practice, there is no a priori information about what the multipliers would
be. The following lemma suggests that we can approach these multipliers from
an arbitrary multipliers without knowing
exactly.
Lemma 10. Let be arbitrary multipliers. Define
and we suppose for each has a sacicLLe point
(x (c), y (c)), and (x (c), y (c))
Let be two linearly
independent sets. Then, as
Proof. We note that, by proposition 7, is a saddle point for f
subject to and Hence
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Since (x (c), y (c)) is a saddle point for we
have We investigate
the first equality only, and the discussion for the second equality is the
same. For simplicity, the first equation can be rewritten in the matrix form:
Here is the matrix having as its i-th column. From the
fact that
is linearly indeperrlent and that x(c)
as we have for sufficiently large is non-
singular. Hence for sufficiently large
Since we see that
Similarly
Due to this lemma, we are led to the following consideration: starting from
arbitrary multipliers in stead of leaving them fixed, we Update
them in the k-th step by the following rule:
where is a saddle point for Is it
15
true that, without leting diverges to infinite, a constrained saddle
point of f could be obtained? i.e. if
then is a constrained saddle point for f.
The answer to this question is positive. In fact, we shall show that: There
exists a constant constant s.t.for every and multipliers
has a unique saddle point (x(c), y (c)) within some open
ball centered at Furthermore, there exists a constant
and
were
Once the validity of this theorem is proved, some important conclusion
can be derived. If X= 0, p= 0, this is equivalent to the method of
penalty funs tions. If the vector is not held fixed but rather is
updated by means of the iteration
(5)
this is called the multiplier method provided the remains finite.
In order it is so, we specify a bounded subset S of with
( * )
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we require the updating takes place provided the resulting
vector belongs to S. Otherwise,
left unchanged. In this case, we have that, if
then
i.e. the sequence converges to superlinearly. If
where c is sufficiently large (large enough to ensure that
and belongs to an open
sphere centered at and contained in S) then
converges to at least linearly with a convergence ratio
inversely proportional to c. The method of updating can be viewed
as a generalized multiplier method for optimization problems.
In conclusion the method of multiplier defined by (5) converges from an
arbitrary starting point within the bounded S provided that is sufficiently
large after some index is an interior point of S and the
unconstrained saddle point exists for all
In addition,
the multiplier method offers distinct advantages over the quadratic penalty
method in that it avoids the necessity of increasing to infinity and




But in the penalty function method, we have
If we set in the multiplier method, we have
The ratio of the two bounds is and it tends to zero as
Before proving the theorem, we assume the following:
(i)
(ii) There exists multipliers
(iii) Let and






the Lipschitz condition within some open ball centered at
for some for every we have
Under the hypothesis (i) to (iv) cited above, we have
Theorem. There exists a constant for every and
multipliers has a unique saddle point (x (c), y (c))
within some open ball centered at
Furthermore, there is a constant
where is defined by
Proof. We first prove our theorem under the assumption
is positive definite,
is negative definite,
For fixed we let
19
Now






By substituion, we have




i. e. constant K', s.t.
Combining now, we have that in order for a point (x, y) in
to satisfy =0, it is necessary and sufficient that the
corresponding point solves the equation
A s= t+ r (s)
where
(6)
where I is an (k+e) x (k+e) identity matrix. The vector r (s) has
the property that and where a is a constant
depend on e.
For the equation (6), we have the following results:
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(a) The matrix A has an inverse fcr each c ＞ 0 and there exists
a constant M s.t. for large c.
(b) There is a s. t. for all a unique solution
and that (Note that t depend
on c).
Following from these results, we have, s.t. for all
there is a unique solution (x (c), y (c)) within some open ball centered at
s.t. Furthermore,
In fact, (x (c), y (c)) is a saddle point for To this end,
it is sufficient to show that the sufficient condition is also satisfied. Now
As as well as and
since is positive definite so that for sufficiently
large c,
is positive definite. Note also is positive semi-definite,
23
then xx L (x (c), , , c) is positive definite. Similarly,
v 2 L (x (c), y(o), , , c) is negative definite for sufficiently large c
yy
2
That is, (x (0), y(c)) is a saddle point for L (x, y, ,µ, c) for 1arge c
Remember that our theorem is establish on the hypothesis (c). In the
general case, i.e. if hypothesis (iii) holds, we see that for o > 0, the
problem:
Find a saddle point for f (x, y)+ [ gi (x)2- h j (y)2] subject
to the constraints g, (x)= 0 and h, (y)= 0
is equivalent to our original problem. Hence, we may substitute our original
function f (x, y) by
f (x,y,o) = f(x,y) + gi(x)2 - hj (y)2
We note that, if we let
L(X, y, , , o)= f (X, y, o)+ E igi (X)- jhj (y)
v 2L(x y o)= v 2 f(x,y,o)+ i v gi(x)then
v 2 f(x,y,o) = v 2 f(x,y) + o vgi(x)vgi(x)Tand
Since, by hythesis (iii), and lemma g,we have, 3o > 0 s.t. ≥
V xx L(x,y , , , o) is positive defli rite. Similarly, Vyy L(x,y, , ,o)
is negative definite for large o. Whence if we take f(X, y,) instead
of f(x. y) in our problem, then hothesis (c) holds. Accordingly, we have
L(x,y , , o) = L(x,y, , , o) + 2 gi(x)2- hj(y)2
so that 3 a o > 0, s.t. o ≥ o-o , 3 unique (x(o),y(o)) , a
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saddle point of L within some open ball centered at (x, y)
Furthermore, 3 M ＞ 0 s. t.
and
For sufficiently large a constant.
hence
The proof is completed.
In our proof, we have made use of the fact that exists for all
c ＞ 0 and is uniformly bounded for large c. Fur the rmor e,
there is a unique solution s* to As= t + r (s) within some open
ball centered at 0, and that We are now ready to prove these






Note that is assumed to be positive definite, and
is positive semi-definite, then its determirent is nonzero.
Similarly, the determinent of
non-zero. It follows that det Hence det
exists for all






Since B11 is positive definite, so is B11-1. Itfollows that
is negative definite; similarly,
is negative definite, hence the inverse of A22
exists, and equals to
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In order to compute the norm of ??? , we transform the matrices
into their Jordan canonical forms. Thus
there exist non-singular matrices P and ? , s.t.





If we let then
Since for any
a constant, therefore
sum of square of all entries In order that
is defined forall i , ' and note that never vanish, we may take c to be
so large that for each i . Consequently, for a large i ,




for large c Returning to we have
It follows that for large constant.
For each c ＞ 0, we consider the mapping
F(s,t) = As - t - r(s),
Which has the property that F (O, 0)= Ao- 0- r (O)= 0 and
since And A is non-singular.
Hence by the implicit function Theorem, there are open ball B (O;6) and
B (0 e), s. t. for each t there corresponds a unique-
s. t. when t= 0
Furthermore,
Differentiating with respect to t, we have
Which implies at t= 0 Hence,
for t near 0. In other words,
for t near 0. Hence But
we therefore conclude that if c is sufficiently large, then
and a unique is a solution to
and furthermore
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